Background: Previous studies suggested genetic variations in PSCA (prostate stem cell antigen) may confer the susceptibility of cancer. Many case-control studies have reported the relationship between PSCA rs2294008 C  T polymorphism and cancer, especially gastric cancer and bladder cancer. However, the results are inconsistent. This meta-analysis is aimed at evaluating the association of rs2294008 polymorphism with cancer risk. Methods: The databases of PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge, EMBASE, and Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) were searched for related publications. Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were used to estimate the strength of the associations. Fixed models were used when heterogeneity among studies was not detected, otherwise the random model was used. Results: Twenty-six studies from 24 articles with 30,050 multiple cancer cases and 51,670 controls were pooled into this meta-analysis. The results showed that the rs2294008 polymorphism was associated with increased cancer risk in any genetic model (T vs C, OR: 1.18, 95% CI: 1.08-1.28; TT vs CC, OR: 1.36, 95% CI: 1.14-1.62; TC vs CC, OR: 1.29, 95% CI: 1.17-1.44; TT + TC vs CC, OR: 1.32, 95% CI: 1.18-1.49; TT vs TC + CC, OR: 1.15, 95% CI: 1.02-1.30). In stratified analysis by cancer type, we found that the T allele had a significant high risk of gastric and bladder cancer, but not in other cancers. In subgroup analysis by ethnicity, increased cancer risk was found in both Asians and Caucasians. Conclusion: Our study suggested that the PSCA rs2294008 C  T polymorphism is a risk factor for cancer, especially in gastric and bladder cancer. Keywords: risk, meta-analysis, prostate stem cell antigen, single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs
Introduction
Cancer has become one of the most serious diseases threatening human health. According data from GLOBOCAN 2008, about 12.7 million new cancer cases and 7.6 million cancer deaths have occurred. 1 Unfortunately, the mechanisms of cancer still need intensive study. Interactions between genetic and environmental factors were proved to play a dominant role in the occurrence and progression of cancer. 2, 3 It seems that discovering the effects of genes and the environment on humans would result in a big step being taken toward healing cancer.
Prostate stem cell antigen (PSCA) is a prostate-specific gene, which was initially discovered by Reiter et al by representational difference analysis. 4 PSCA encodes a 123 amino acid cell surface protein with 30% homology to stem cell antigen 2 (SCA-2) that belongs to the Thy-1/Ly-6 family and is located on chromosome 8q24.2. PSCA is not only overexpressed in prostate cancer, but was also demonstrated to be highly expressed in other malignancies such as bladder, renal, pancreatic, and ovarian cancers. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The most extensively studied single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in PSCA is rs2294008 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Wang et al C  T. Although in vitro experiments have revealed that the variant rs2294008T could reduce the transcriptional activity of an upstream fragment of PSCA, its mechanism and physiological function are still unknown. 5, 9 Previously, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have found that the rs2294008 polymorphism in PSCA is significantly associated with gastric and bladder cancers. Although several studies have described the relationship between the rs2294008 polymorphism and other cancers, the sample sizes of these studies were small. More recently, five meta-analyses have assessed the relationship between the polymorphism of PSCA rs2294008 C  T and the susceptibility to gastric cancer. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, the results of these meta-analyses were not entirely consistent. Especially the results of subgroup analysis by ethnicity are controversial. Furthermore, there is a lack of evidence of a relationship between the rs2294008 polymorphism and cancer overall. Additionally, the genetic variant of rs2294008 may be correlated with cancer risk in different cancer type and/ or ethnicity. Herein, we carried out a meta-analysis to derive a more precise evaluation on the relationship between the rs2294008 polymorphism and cancer risk.
Materials and methods
Publication search strategy
We searched the databases of PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge, EMBASE, and Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) for related articles with the keywords: "PSCA/Prostate stem cell antigen", "rs2294008", "single nucleotide polymorphism/SNP/variation/genotype", and "cancer/carcinoma/tumor/neoplasm". The last search was updated on September 30, 2014. All published papers with available full text matching the eligible criteria were retrieved. Furthermore, the references of relevant reviews and eligible articles that our search retrieved were checked.
inclusion and exclusion criteria
The following criteria were used to select the eligible literature for this meta-analysis: 1) original papers investigating the associations between PSCA (rs2294008) polymorphisms and cancer risk; 2) case-control studies; and 3) full-text published articles and included detailed genotyping data.
Accordingly, the exclusion criteria were: 1) no control group; 2) no available or detailed genotype frequency; and 3) reviews and duplicated studies.
Data extraction and synthesis
The literature were carefully extracted from all eligible studies independently by two reviewers according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned above. If these two reviewers could not reach an agreement, another reviewer was consulted to resolve the controversy. The following information were extracted from all included studies: first author, published year, country of origin, cancer type, ethnicity, genotyping methods, source of control, sample size of cases and controls, and the distribution of each genotype in case and control groups. The subgroups grouped according to cancer types included gastric cancer, bladder cancer, and others. With regard to ethnicity, the studies included Caucasian, Asian, and mixed ethnicity (ie, the ethnicity was unclear).
statistical analysis
The associations between the PSCA (rs2294008) polymorphism and cancer risk were measured by the odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) according to allele contrast (T vs C), homozygote (TT vs CC), heterozygote (TC vs CC), recessive (TT vs CC + TC), and dominant (CC vs TC + TT) models. The significance of the overall OR was determined by the Z test. Heterogeneity among studies was evaluated with the Q and I 2 statistic tests. If the P-value of the heterogeneity test was greater than 0.05 (P0.05), the pooled OR estimate of each study was calculated by the fixed effects model. Otherwise, the random effects model was used. 15 Furthermore, sources of heterogeneity were investigated by stratified analysis based on cancer type and ethnicity as mentioned above. A funnel plot was used to evaluate publication bias. All statistical analyses were carried out with Review Manager (Revman; v5.2; The Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, UK).
Results
Characteristics of studies
As shown in Figure 1 , a total of 38 potential articles were extracted after the initial search. Fourteen articles were excluded after further screening. Six studies were excluded because they were systematic review articles. One article was excluded because it was not a case-control study. Seven articles were excluded because of a lack of detailed genotyping data. Finally, 26 studies from 24 publications 9, including 30,050 multiple cancer cases and 51,670 controls were included in this meta-analysis.
The characteristics of the included studies are summarized in Table 1 . Among the 26 studies, there were 17 studies of gastric cancer, five studies of bladder cancer, two studies of esophageal cancer, two studies of gallbladder cancer, and one study of colorectal cancer. As for subjects, 19 studies had an Asian background, seven studies had a Caucasian 
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PSCA polymorphism and cancer risk background, and only one had a 'mixed' background. Furthermore, there were eleven hospital-based studies and 15 population-based studies.
Quantitative data synthesis
As shown in Table 2 , the frequency of the minor allele varied widely across the 26 eligible studies, ranging from 0.23 to 0.71. The average frequency of the minor allele in gastric cancer, bladder cancer, and other cancers were 0.45, 0.47, and 0.27, respectively. The average frequency of the T allele was 0.40, 0.49, and 0.63 in Asians, Caucasians, and the mixed group, respectively.
In terms of overall analysis, a significant association was found in all genetic models (T vs C, OR: In subgroup analysis by cancer type, we found that the T allele had a significantly high risk of gastric cancer and bladder cancer, but null association in other cancers (Table 3) . For gastric cancer, our meta-analysis contained 17 studies with 14,886 cases and 28,782 controls. The rs2294008 polymorphism was associated with gastric cancer risk in four genetic models (T vs C, OR: Five studies with 12,397 cases and 19,237 controls were used to evaluate the relationship between the rs2294008 polymorphism and bladder cancer risk. As shown in Table 3 and Figure 2 , there was a significant association between rs2294008 and bladder cancer risk in all genetic models (T vs C, OR: 1. ). Therefore, we carried on further subgroup analyses by cancer type and ethnicity, respectively. When the P-value of the heterogeneity test was more than 0.05 (P0.05) in the following analyses, a fixed effects model was performed. Otherwise, the random effects model was used (shown in Table 3 ).
Publication bias
A funnel plot was used performed to evaluate publication bias in this meta-analysis. According to the funnel plot generated for the genetic models, there was an absence of obvious asymmetries for the distributions of ORs from every study ( Figure 4) . Therefore, the results indicated that publication bias had little effect in this meta-analysis.
Discussion
PSCA is a member of the Thy-1/Ly-6 family of glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored surface proteins, comprising three exons and two introns. Proteins in the Thy-1 family and GPI-anchored proteins have been proven to play a role in T cell activation. 39 It has been demonstrated to be upregulated in prostate cancer and several other tumors and plays an important role in cell adhesion, proliferation, and survival. 11 Recently, many cancer GWAS and replication studies have revealed the relationship between PSCA and risk of different cancers. A study performed by Sakamoto et al indicated that the mechanism of PSCA-suppressing cancers may be involved in cell proliferation inhibition and/ or cell death induction. 9 The findings of our meta-analysis may demonstrate that rs2294008 acts as an effect modifier in the development of different cancers. Of course, further biologically functional studies are warranted to verify the molecular mechanisms.
This comprehensive meta-analysis, involving 26 studies from 24 articles with 30,050 multiple cancer cases and 51,671 controls, showed that the rs2294008 polymorphism is significantly associated with overall cancer risk based on all genetic models. Further stratified analyses by cancer type revealed that the polymorphism was associated with an increased risk for gastric and bladder cancer; no association was found with other cancers in all genetic models. Studies from Dai et al 16 and Lochhead et al 31 indicated that the variant rs2294008C may have a protective role in esophageal cancer, but large well-designed studies are warranted to confirm this conclusion. The stratified analysis by ethnicity showed that the rs2294008 polymorphism was associated with an increased risk of cancer in both Asians and Caucasians. However, there was no study based on patients with an African background. Larger scale multicenter studies based on Africans are warranted to further validate the association between the rs2294008 polymorphism and cancer risk.
So far, there have been five meta-analyses that have investigated the role of the PSCA rs2294008 polymorphism in gastric cancer risk. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] All of them had the same finding that the rs2294008 polymorphism is associated with increased risk of gastric cancer. The stratified analyses by ethnicity were performed in four meta-analyses. [10] [11] [12] 14 Significantly increased risks were found for rs2294008 both among Asians and Caucasians in three articles, [10] [11] [12] which is congruous with our results. However, one study showed no significant associations with the rs2294008 polymorphism and Caucasians.
14 The latest research in these five published meta-analyses was performed by Gu et al.
14 Their last search update was on August 2013, and in total, they identified 16 studies, including 18,820 gastric cases and 35,756 controls for the rs2294008 polymorphism. Compared to these five meta-analyses, we added another nine studies on other cancers in addition to gastric cancer. Our updated meta-analysis extracted data from all the published studies including 26 studies from 24 articles with 30,050 cancer cases and 51,671 controls. This meta-analysis provided evidence on the overall cancer risk of rs2294008 and contained the newest data and largest sample size on the relationship between rs2294008 and cancer. Thus, our results are more comprehensive and persuasive.
Although the pooled analysis was performed to show the association between rs2294008 and cancer risk, some limitations still inevitably exist in this meta-analysis. Firstly, we excluded some studies because of the limits of raw data. Secondly, we could not obtain all articles. Some unpublished literature and relevant published reports in other languages except English and Chinese that may be eligible for this meta-analysis were missed. Thirdly, there were only two studies on esophageal cancer, two on gallbladder cancer, and one on colorectal cancer. Additionally, there was a lack of studies on other types of cancers. Hence, the final OR was largely contributed by the ORs of gastric or bladder cancer; more evidence is needed to prove whether the rs2294008 polymorphism is association with cancer overall. Further large-scale multicenter studies based on a variety of cancer types are needed. Fourthly, the sources of the controls were not consistent. Both population-based healthy individuals and hospital patients without cancer were included in the control groups. Controls enrolled from hospitals may not always truly represent the underlying source populations, especially when the polymorphism was also expected to affect the risk of other diseases. Fifthly, the genotyping methods of the eligible studies were not identical, which may influence the results. Finally, because Figure 2 Forest plots of the PSCA rs2294008 polymorphism and cancer risk in the overall population and each subgroup stratified by cancer type (T vs C). Notes: The squares and horizontal lines correspond to the study-specific OR and 95% CI. The area of the squares reflects the weight (inverse of the variance). The diamonds represent the summary OR and 95% Ci. Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio; GC, gastric cancer; BC, bladder cancer; M-H, Mantel-Haenszel.
of the limit of individual data, the ORs of this meta-analysis were not strictly adjusted by the same potential confounders, such as age, sex, and stage of tumor. Additionally, a more precise analysis could be performed to eliminate the confounding bias.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the present meta-analysis demonstrated that the PSCA rs2294008 C  T polymorphism is a risk factor for cancer in both Asians and Caucasians. Furthermore, rs2294008 is associated with an increased risk of gastric and bladder cancer. Further large case-control studies are needed to assess the relationship between rs2294008 and other cancer types.
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